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SALMA LAKHANI APPOINTED
ALBERTA LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Trudeau, Kenney hail first Muslim in Canadian history to hold role

Salma Lakhani: new
Lieutenant Governor of Alberta

The Queen leaving Alberta
Legislative Assembly
after speaking from the
Throne, 2005: “...a spirit
of belonging to a bountiful
country under the
principles of ‘peace,
order, and good
government’ and the
unifying influence
of the Crown.”

Salma Lakhani is the newest
member of Canada’s vice-regal team.
Her Honour was sworn as on August 27th as the 19th person to represent The Queen in Alberta, in succession to the Hon Lois Mitchell,
who had served since 2015.
The ﬁrst Muslim to hold viceregal oﬃce in Canada, Ms Lakhani
is a graduate in Clinical Biochemistry from the University of Manchester, and has lived in Edmonton
since 1972, when her family was expelled from her native Uganda. As
an Ismaili Muslim, she served as a
community advocate and has “dedicated her life to helping people in

need and those who face obstacles
to success in our society,” according
to a statement by the Prime Minister’s Oﬃce. Ms Lakhami was also involved with organizations ranging
from the Aga Khan Foundation,
Kids Kottage, the Lois Hole Hospital for Women, and Sorrentino’s
Compassion House. She has also
served as a director of the John
Humphrey Centre for Peace and
Human Rights.
“Ms. Lakhani is devoted to supporting people in her community,
from new immigrants and young
people, to women and families,” M.
Trudeau’s statement said “As Lieu-

tenant Governor of Alberta, I know
she will serve the people of her
province and our country well, and
continue to be a source of inspiration for all Canadians.” Premier
Kenney welcomed the appointment
enthusiastically, tweeting, “I am
delighted that Salma Lakhani will
become Alberta’s next Lieutenant
Governor. Ms. Lakhani has a remarkable background in business
and volunteerism, reﬂecting the
Alberta culture of enterprise and
community. She will make a wonderful representative of Her Majesty
the Queen.”

Alberta Joins Ontario in Regular Singing of
Royal Anthem in its Legislative Assembly
Possible Project for Monarchists?
Monarchist League of Canada
Dominion Chairman Robert
Finch writes:
We were delighted to hear that on
July 22, the Alberta Legislature
agreed to a change in its Standing
Orders to provide that God Save the
Queen will now be sung in the
Chamber every Thursday as the
opening prayer in the Assembly. As
a reﬂection of Canada’s polity, as
well as the deep aﬀection of the na-
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tion for our Sovereign, this initiative
is to be welcomed.
We also salute the inclusion on
the basis that the singing on Thursdays will constitute the prayer
which also opens the sittings of
many elected bodies in Canada. God
Save The Queen is of course a prayer as
well as a patriotic song: perhaps the
more advantageous to its use in
these days, it is a prayer that is religious but not denominational – and
can be sung by all who believe in a
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supreme deity, be they Christian,
Jewish, Muslim or of many other
faith traditions.
Readers should encourage
the singing of this historic
song as a new tradition in
the eleven other provincial
and territorial legislatures,
as well as in town councils
and similar bodies
across Canada.

THE QUEEN AND THE COMMONWEALTH
by Bruce Hallsor, QC
Bruce Hallsor is a lawyer, a former
Chairman of the Monarchist League
of Canada’s Victoria Branch, a media
spokesman for the national League,
Managing Partner of Crease Harmon
LLP. In this 50th Anniversary year of
the League, he has been awarded its
highest honour, the Gold Badge of
Service. The text below is based on
notes for his introductory remarks to the
August 15th League national Zoom call
on the subject of the connection of our
Sovereign to the Commonwealth.
To hear Bruce’s remarks as delivered,
access the beginning of the Zoom call at:
www.dropbox.com/s/ij7ukfv2n9gy4py/ML%20
Commonwealth%20Discussion%20-%20Bruce%
20Hallsor%20Introduction.mov?dl=0

L

et me begin today by explaining
that The Queen’s role as “Head
of the Commonwealth” – which
is legislatively incorporated in her
Canadian style and titles – is chieﬂy
a symbolic one, and not hereditary.
But to call it “symbolic” is not for a
moment to consider it unimportant
or trivial. In fact, The Queen’s role
has been and remains fundamental
to the development of the Commonwealth we respect and know
today.
The Queen’s father King George
VI was proclaimed head of the Commonwealth by consensus, and upon
his death, Queen Elizabeth II was
herself so proclaimed. The role carries no formal functions, but has
great symbolic signiﬁcance and has
helped to underline the sense of the
Commonwealth as a family of nations. At its 2018 Heads of Government meeting, Commonwealth
leaders unanimously designated the
Prince of Wales to succeed Her
Majesty in this role when in the
fullness of time he becomes King.
Elizabeth’s birth year, 1926, was
also the year of the Balfour Declaration. Its provisions were later formalized by the Statute of Westminster
in 1931. This acknowledged the independence of the Dominions to act
legislatively and in all other ways independently, while being bound
only by their attachment to the single and indivisible Crown.
Although India had gained its independence in 1949, when HM became Queen in 1952, the “British
Empire” was still vast, and nobody
expected the rapid process of decolonization which would mark the
ﬁrst decades of Elizabeth’s reign.
Over hundreds of years prior to her
Accession, the Royal Family’s role
and identity was entwined with that

Empire. During Victoria’s reign and,
by the time Elizabeth was born, the
Windsors had become an imperial
dynasty.
Indeed, on her 21st birthday, the
young Princess Elizabeth memorably spoke from South Africa –
which she was touring with her parents and sister – that she would
dedicate her life to the service of the
“Imperial Family.” Although she
used the language of empire, it is
notable that even then she spoke of
a “family.” That 1947 tour, as well as
her happy days in Malta from 1949–
51, where Prince Philip was stationed with the Mediterranean
Fleet, are said to have made her
more conscious of the changing
world and more focused on the international role the Empire’s successor could play.
Then too, the Accession via the
sad news of George VI’s death happened while Elizabeth was in Kenya.
She was probably the ﬁrst British
Monarch to be out of England upon
her accession since the Plantagenet
era.
The Queen’s Coronation at Westminster Abbey in 1953 was the last
great “imperial” event. Even so, the
Coronation Proclamation omitted
reference to the ‘Imperial Crown’
and instead styled Her as “Head of
the Commonwealth.” This was done
before 300 guests specially selected
from throughout the Empire and
Commonwealth who displaced
many from the UK who would have
expected to be seated at previous
coronations.
So it was that over the ensuing 40
years, from Ghana’s independence
in 1957 to the hand-over of Hong
Kong in 1997, the Empire disappeared. It was no certainty that it
should be replaced by a Commonwealth, a unique institution not
modelled after anything that had
previously occurred in all of history.
After the coronation, the Queen
embarked on a 40,000-mile Commonwealth tour which took her to
the Caribbean, the Mediterranean,
Aden, east Africa, Ceylon, Australasia and the Paciﬁc. Appropriately,
her 1953 Christmas Day broadcast
came from Auckland. In it, The
Queen stressed that the Commonwealth bore “no resemblance to the
empires of the past. It is an entirely
new conception – built on the
higher qualities of the spirit of man:
friendship, loyalty, and the desire
for freedom and peace. To that new
conception of an equal partnership
of nations and races I shall give my

heart and soul every day of my life.”
In the 1950’s, many British politicians, and probably most Britons,
envisioned a Commonwealth that
would remain a vehicle for British
world power. Unlike her countrymen however, Queen Elizabeth’s interpretation and performance of her
role as Head of the Commonwealth
was founded on her understanding
of the fact that this was irrevocably
a multiracial and multinational association.
Instead of focusing on imperial
loyalty or Anglo-Saxon culture, she
emphasised the importance of
common history, ideas and values –
theoretically shared by the diverse
people of the Commonwealth.
It is easy to see how the signiﬁcant international tensions of the
time, the cold war, the north-south
axis and post-colonialism, hot wars
and regional disputes, competing
economic and development models,
could have broken the former Empire apart.
Yet despite major incidents such
as the Suez Crisis, the South African
and Rhodesian problems, the divide
between republican states and
monarchies, The Queen has been
rightly credited by many with keeping the Commonwealth together,
and to have the organization be seen
in the 21st century as one of the
most admired international organisations.
The UN is of course important;
but it cannot be a consensus organization. The Commonwealth is much
admired and both restrained and
more nimble because of its unique
consensus-driven operation. Other
world organizations, such as the
Francophonie, have tried to emulate

Some of the Monarchist
League members participating
in a Zoom call on Queen and
Commonwealth August 15

Bruce Hallsor, QC –
Conferencier on
Commonwealth Zoom call

continued on page 4
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THE QUEEN
AND THE
COMMONWEALTH...
continued from page 3

Queen’s “sincere wish”
for Charles to succeed as
Commonwealth Head granted
at CHOG meeting, April, 2018

it, without the same success Indeed,
in recent times, nations with little
or no ties to the former British
Empire have applied to join:
Mozambique and Rawanda are
members!
None of this growth in membership nor credibility on the world
stage would have occurred without
The Queen setting the Commonwealth on the right path in its early
years, and guiding it through its infancy to its maturity. If the Commonwealth could even exist without her, it would be as a much
smaller and less eﬀective entity.
Experts ascribe the Commonwealth’s success is in no small measure the constant care of The Queen:
her personal qualities, relationships
and conduct. Her sensitivity is often
remarked upon, as is her fundamental awareness of the Commonwealth
as a post-colonial entity. Many former Commonwealth leaders, even
ones instinctively hostile to Great
Britain, have remarked at how valuable the Queen’s role has been at
Commonwealth meetings. Her
knowledge of the complex economic and political events in each
of the member countries has led
many leaders to seek and value her
counsel, which is always delivered
with complete discretion, with no
partisan agenda and – let it be remembered – without her possessing
any formal authority. Her inﬂuence
comes from the respect she has
earned, not from any formal delegation of “power” in her role as Commonwealth Head.
For many of the Commonwealth’s
smaller states, the recognition given
them by The Queen and through
their membership in the Commonwealth oﬀers a sense of security and
connection within the wider world
wherein they otherwise might be
regarded – if at all – as minor “players “ within a global power dynamic.
This, of course, is reﬂective of one
essential element: the value of the
institution of the Monarchy itself,
whereby the Head of the Commonwealth is not a transitional ﬁgure,
beholden to periodic re-election
(with attendant squabbles, as Mme
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Jean found true of the Francophonie) but as a permanent and potent ﬁgure, capable of building personal relationship over decades.
Nor should we forget that The
Queen is the most widely travelled
head of State in world history. She
has visited 116 countries, including
nearly each country within the
Commonwealth, some multiple
times. This is no mere dutiful performance, but another area where
The Queen must be given great
credit. Her Royal tours and state visits are a mostly modern invention,
and were not a feature of previous
monarchs’ reigns, except for her father, and that relatively brieﬂy. Yet
her circumnavigations of the world
became an important part of the
bind that built and then held together the Commonwealth.
As we in Canada know, many of
these homecomings to Realms and
visits to republican states coincided
with important milestone events in
the history of these countries. Her
welcome always exceeded expectations, and helped to maintain the
importance that ordinary people
sense in belonging to the Commonwealth, regardless of race, faith, or
political creed, and without necessarily appreciating its many-faceted
operations through a network of
more than 80 (!) intergovernmental,
civil, cultural and professional organizations under the aegis of its Secretariat, none striving for military
supremacy or political advantage,
but all working together in the same
spirit as characterizes, for example,
the Commonwealth Games, rightly
and fondly known as“the friendly
games.”
It goes without saying that the
Commonwealth had and retains a
host of other reasons to hold together. Shared legal traditions, shared language, and shared institutions
such as the Commonwealth Games
are among them
As the role of the Commonwealth
developed a life beyond the politics
of the UK, it seemed for a while that
the British establishment turned
their backs on it. After all, they
turned to continental Europe in the
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1970’s. But The Queen did not. Instead, Elizabeth II’s position as
Head of a Commonwealth of 54
nations and head of state in 16 of
them continued to be taken seriously by her, and this was understood in the Commonwealth and
deeply appreciated.
The historian Ben Pimlott has
written, “The monarchy, with its imperial memory, keenly sought a
Commonwealth role, partly to justify itself, but also because it had
taken its supra-national role seriously, and – in a way that was never
quite understood by politicians – it
continued to relate to distant communities which showed their loyalty in ways that did not necessarily
come to the attention of Whitehall.”
Former UK Prime Minister
Harold Macmillan put it another
way: that the Commonwealth “offered opportunities for a monarchical role, carved out for herself,
that the United Kingdom could not
provide.”
I think it is fair to ask if these
things would have been enough,
over the last 60 years, to hold together such a politically, ethnically,
and culturally diverse organization
through the cold war, through signiﬁcant regional disputes, and in
the face of the other forces in the
modern geopolitical world’s power
games.
There is no doubt in my mind
that without The Queen, there
would not be a Commonwealth as
we know it. The 2.4 billion people
who live in the Commonwealth
have much to thank Her Majesty
for. Indeed her role as Head – to
borrow a phrase from her predecessor the ﬁrst Queen Elizabeth – may
well be counted “the glory of her
Crown.”
Concurrently with the Zoom
call, the League held a competition which invited members to
share brieﬂy what Commonwealth country (apart from the
UK) they would most like to
visit. The prize went to Logan
Liut. See p. 14

A CANADIAN ACCESSION
TO THE THRONE
Part III: The place of Camilla – No Morganatic Marriage
by Auxillium Legalis

O

n February 10, 2005, it was announced that the Prince of
Wales would marry his longtime friend Camilla Parker-Bowles.
The Church of England – whose
title as Supreme Governor Charles
will one day inherit from his
Mother – did not at that time permit the re-marriage of divorced persons whose former spouse was still
living. Camilla fell into this category. So their wedding the following
April 9th was a civil one, though followed by a Blessing at St George’s
Chapel, Windsor, which proved a
joyous occasion replete with music
and ceremonial. The Archbishop of
Canterbury felt able to preside at the
service, which The Queen attended,
and then spoke at their Wedding
Reception to wish them well.
That announcement of Charles
and Camilla’s union stated that after
their marriage, Camilla would be
known as Duchess of Cornwall. As
Charles’ spouse, she would in any
event have enjoyed that title, as the
Dukedom of Cornwall is one of
Charles’ many titles in the peerage.
together with the Earldom of
Chester, the Dukedom of Rothesay,
the Earldom of Carrick, the Barony
of Renfrew – and more! However, by
custom she would have under normal circumstances been known –
without need for any announcement – as Princess of Wales. (Of
more than passing interest for the
purpose of this article is that she
was so dubbed in oﬃcial Canadian
press releases and itineraries during
at least one of her Homecomings
with Charles to the Maple Kingdom.)
That same announcement went
on to say that “It is intended that
Mrs Parker Bowles should use the
title HRH The Princess Consort
when The Prince of Wales accedes
to The Throne.” (Please note the use
of the passive voice.) The only inference that could be drawn from those
words was that Camilla would never
become Queen, Queen Consort to
be true, but nonetheless a Queen.
The title of “Princess Consort” for
the wife of the Sovereign is unknown in British Common Law. (It
is used today only for the wives of

reigning Princes, as in Monaco and
Liechenstein.) By unbroken tradition – most recently observed at the
coming to the Throne of George VI
in 1936 – the spouse of Charles, as a
reigning Sovereign, would be
known as “Queen Camilla” from the
day of her husband’s Accession, subsequently to be blessed, crowned
and presented with a sceptre and
rod – thus one might say “conﬁrmed” in the special dignity and
place in the course of the Coronation ceremony by which Charles
would be similarly hallowed and
conﬁrmed as King Regnant. (In
1953, Philip, as Consort of The
Queen, was blessed by the Archbishop as he knelt beside The
Queen after the Oﬀertory.)
Why this should be so one might
well ask. The answer is simple. By
British, and Canadian common law
and tradition, a wife takes on the
feminine form of the style, rank and
titles of her husband. That today’s
mores lead many women to choose
not to be known as “Mrs Smith” but
rather to retain their maiden names
as “Ms Jones” or maybe “Mrs Jones”
or indeed simply “Barbara Jones” is
all very well, but not controlling in
the present discussion.
Custom is of course adaptable,
and rightly so. Witness Canada’s
vice-regal domain, in which when
women began to receive appointments as Lieutenant Governors and
then as Governors General, custom,
then government decree, determined the male spouse also would
be known as “His Honour” or “His
Excellency,” respectively. Such denomination neither needed to be,
nor ever was likely to be tested in
the Courts. It was a simple, non-sexist resolution to a “problem” – perhaps trivial in one sense, yet having
import in terms of the feelings of
those concerned, and reﬂecting the
reality of developments in civil society. That the federal government
of the day in time announced the
change, tweaking tables of precedence and their like, caused scarcely
a ripple of comment. And that is
why the common law is, at its best,
a non-statutory reﬂection of the realities of civil society as it is, not as
it was in bygone days.
(Now that Britain, Canada and all

the other Commonwealth Realms
have ratiﬁed that henceforth the
succession to the Throne will be
gender-blind, a very fair question
would be to ask why, were some future Princess to succeed to the
Throne, her husband should not
become “King Consort.” Again, a
question unlikely to be litigated, although possibly one to be considered before a speciﬁc case arises. For
now, assuming natural life-spans for
all concerned, the next three Heirs
to the Throne are male. Debates in
clubland can continue for many
decades!)
However, and here is a big “however” – there is no ability in common law to deprive a woman of her
traditional right to share the appropriate style, rank and title of her
husband. In other words, it cannot
be accomplished by a issuing a press
release. Such a derogation would involve the much-vexed and altogether old-fashioned concept of
“morganatic marriage.”
This ponderous term, you might
guess – or fans of mid-distant royal
history might remember – is a marriage in which a woman surrenders
(or is deprived of ) her right to share
the dignities of her husband. Rather
desperately, such a possibility was
invoked by Edward VIII, believing

The Queen attended the
Blessing of Charles &
Camilla’s Marriage at
St George’s Chapel, Windsor

continued on page 6
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A CANADIAN
ACCESSION
TO THE THRONE...
continued from page 5

Canadian custom has evolved
so that male spouses of viceregals share their honorifics;
thus John Ralston Saul,
husband of Governor General
Adrienne Clarkson, was
addressed as
“Your Excellency.”

No “Queen Wallis” - in 1936,
Empire countries rejected
Edward VIII’s proposal to
contract a morganatic
marriage with Wallis
Simpson, whereby the
American divorcée would
not have enjoyed customary
style of the King’s wife.

the Empire might agree to allow
him to marry Wallis Simpson so
long as she would never be Queen.
Some hope in the 1930’s!
But perhaps ironically, 90 years
later, what we (well, in the particular
case, only some of us) might now
regard as the thwarting of true love
to the altar of stuﬀy propriety in an
entirely diﬀerent light. It would
surely be that the (small) number of
Wallis partisans would be vastly outnumbered by the “thorough liberality” of our times to argue that the
state – nor mere “tradition” – has
no right whatsoever to deprive a
Camilla of what is rightly hers.
(Others of course might say that a
woman is no longer a piece of property to be attached to her husband,
and so should call herself whatever
she wants, and God bless her! But
now we are wading in entirely too
deep waters...)
The thing is, that in the tradition
of British Common Law, no such
thing as morganatic marriage exists.
Parliament, being supreme, could of
course pass an Act to create such an
institution generally (unlikely, since
the issue is non-existent in modern
society) or particularly – in other
words, an Act to apply only to
Camilla, wife of Charles. And here
comes the sticking point. Bills of Attainder (declaring a person guilty of
a crime without need for trial) have
long been outmoded; how would we
feel about Parliament using its undoubted power to prevent Camilla
from being that which she will undoubtedly become by law and custom when our present Queen draws
her last breath – may it be many
years – Queen Consort.
Now you might argue – and possibly get away with – saying “Well,
it’s only tradition. And if this is how
our new King and his wife wish to
be known, who are we to tell them
otherwise?” There is a whiﬀ of sense
and a fairly deep genuﬂexion to
modern tastes in such an avowal.
But perhaps we should revert to
religion for a moment. We speak not
of organized faiths, adherents of
which have dramatically decreased
in both the UK and Canada since
The Queen came to the Throne;
but a much simpler basis of public
thought – the percentage who “believe in God.” Serious surveys shows
this ranges 34-42% in the UK, closer
to 65% in Canada. Add to that folk
we might broadly call “traditionalists” though not “believers” – in
other words, the many who will
think a Coronation is a right and ﬁtting ceremony of state, and that
there is no harm, even for a society
secular in its nature, in its being set
in a religious framework (possibly less
so than in 1953 – see previous articles in
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this series), in an historic building
long the site of such ceremonies,
with oﬃciants largely drawn from
what as of now remains the Established Church of England and
Wales, and thus the faith of the two
main actors of the Coronation.
Would such people not wish the
most generous and serious aﬃrmation possible of the importance of
Charles’ spouse to his successful,
happy Reign?
How does public opinion lie? And
to what extent is it relevant in considering this matter? It is always,
and of course, a dangerous thing to
base decisions as to questions of
public policy on the “evidence” of
polls which are at best snapshots of
opinion at a given moment, and at
worst? Well, ask President Hillary
Clinton. For what it’s worth. 35% in
a recent Daily Express poll supported
Camilla as Queen, 45% in a YouGov
survey. Some of the tabs – and even
the august Times, claim “insider” information that Camilla does not
wish to be Queen. We will not enter
the opaque waters of arguing
whether the common good and the
danger of creating a bad precedent
should supersede personal desire,
no matter its sincerity.
In the British legal world, Oxford
University law professor Pavlos
Eleftheriadis jas opined that the
provisions of the Treason Act 1351 and
section two of the Regency Act 1937 are
statute law which leave no choice in
the matter; Camilla becomes Queen.
Whether there would be the appetite to test these provisions seems
unlikely. A review of the two acts
suggests to this writer no such inference in their texts. The ﬁrst Act is irrelevant to the present discussion,
as it merely refers to plotting the
death of the King’s “companion.”
while sections of the second Act
refer only to “the wife or husband”
of the Sovereign.
Apparently the only Canadian
scholar whose writing has even remotely touched on this subject is
Professor Benoit Pelletier of the
University of Ottawa . His essay in
the McGill Law Review, entitled The
Constitutional Requirements for the Royal
Morganatic Marriage, dates, not surprisingly, from 2005, and was written at least partially in response to
the possibility that the Prince of
Wales would attempt a morganatic
marriage with Camilla Parker
Bowles. CMN readers may proﬁt
from his lucid prose analysis by accessing it online – it is well worth
doing so – at 165.22.229.17/article/
the-constitutional-requirementsfor-the-royal-morganatic-marriage/
However, Professor Pelletier
wrote of a hypothetical situation
which ultimately did not arise, and
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more importantly, prior to the
Commonwealth Realms’ decision to
bring up to date the succession to
the Throne (by eliminating primogeniture and most of the discrimination against Roman Catholics);
prior to both the unanimous ratiﬁcation of this decision by the Parliament of Canada by means of legislation and to the judicial upholding of
the process. The latter conﬁrmed
there was no need to invoke the
provision of Sec. 41 and seek unanimous consent of the provinces for
any Constitutional change in “the
oﬃce of The Queen.” The controlling opinion, which the Supreme
Court of Canada ultimately declined
to review, is that of The Québec
Court of Appeal. Very simply put, it
based its decision on the essential
“symmetry” between the UK Crown
and the Canadian Crown, and determined that a change in how the
United Kingdom (and thus the
Canadian) Monarch would be chosen was not a matter which altered
“the oﬃce of The Queen” in terms
of the powers of the monarch.
Pelletier was prescient in his
analysis, insofar as the inﬂuence of
some of his reasoning would recur
in the judicial review of the Succession Act more than a decade later.
He also clariﬁed that the provisions
of the Statute of Westminster,
which at the time of its passage in
1931 only applied to six realms
should now encompass the 16
realms of the Commonwealth.
Such important legal considerations do not generally stir public
opinion on a daily basis, Perhaps
most relevant is that Canadians have
felt a special and non-judgmental
bond, we sense, with Camilla. Her
direct ancestors from Hamilton,
Ontario provided a good starting
point, as has her unfailing brisk
good humour and lack of “side” in
public and more intimate settings –
somewhat reminiscent of the Princess Royal’s style. Her work during
the pandemic has also been exemplary. Most of all, she so evidently
complements and makes very happy
her husband, who will only be a better King for the love and support of
“the woman he loves” whom he ﬁnally has been able to bring to public duties, to the beneﬁt of Crown
and Commonwealth.
Clarence House long ago, and
probably wisely, removed from the
FAQ’s portion of its website a question as to Camilla’s future status. The
censorious may quote the Scriptures
to condemn the couple’s past behaviour; others no less “good Christians” would cite the same Scripture
in recalling Jesus’ words to the
woman taken in adultery: “Go thy
way... sin no more.” As with the

break-up of other marriages, their
own brought little credit to anyone,
and caused sadness to many. But
with the passage of time, and the
evident acceptance of Camilla on
the part of The Queen and the Royal
Family we suspect that most will
feel Camilla should become Queen
Consort and so share her good
qualities in that role with the Commonwealth, so seizing further the
opportunities for redemption which
all imperfect beings – that is, every
one of us – would wish for themselves.
Is it really conceivable that Canadians would wish their new King to
begin his reign by a unique deprivation of his wife’s legal, just and honourable title as Queen Consort?
As an aﬃrmation of our new
King, an encouragement to Camilla,
a tribute to our beloved Sovereign’s
practical, conciliatory nature and a
reﬂection of the open, generous nature of the Realm, “Queen Camilla”
should sit well upon Canadians’ ear
and conscience.

TRIBUTES: AS HON LOIS
MITCHELL RETIRES AS
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR

As ‘the boss’ looks on, Alberta Lieutenant
Governor with her first minister.

Premier Kenney, joined by MLA
Nicole Goehring on behalf of the
Opposition, paid tribute to Her
Honour in the Assembly’s as her retirement drew near. Mr Kenney emphasized a particular achievement of
Her Honour in advancing awareness
of History in the province, especially through the establishment of
The History and Heroes Foundation. Ms. Goehring emphasized Mrs
Mitchell’s love of military history
and her support of military elements within the Province. We will be
happy to send any member the complete
text of these signiﬁcant tributes – just send
us a return email with TRIBUTES as the
subject line.

BY THEIR LAST WILL & TESTAMENT
Make Sure The Work Goes On!
Members who would like to ensure the continuation of the work of the Monarchist League
of Canada in the years ahead, so that generations of the future may know the beneﬁts of the
Monarchy, are urged to consider the League’s needs in making their wills. A suggested form
of bequest is as follows:
I give and bequeath to the Monarchist League of Canada, PO Box 1057, Lakeshore West Station, Oakville,
ON L6K 0B2, the sum of __________.
The League gratefully remembers those departed members whose bequests over the decades have assisted to
provide for the maintenance of the League’s work across Canada. Among those received in recent years are
gifts from the estates of

Annie Monique Daguet, Victoria, BC
Lois Humphrey, Kingston, ON
Joyce Kirby, Victoria, BC
Madeline McCue, Halifax, NS
Sheila Geraldine Moore, Vancouver, BC
Alexander Ray Paton, Victoria, BC
Frank Price, Winnipeg, MB
Erik Searight, Burnaby, BC
John Middleton Sturgess, London, ON
Alison Watson, Regina, SK
Dr Roy Eappen, Life Member and Benefactor, writes:
As a fellow member of the Monarchist League of Canada for over 40 years, I am writing to
ask that you consider making a bequest to the League in your will. Although always a deeply
personal decision, how we dispose of our substance can enable us to continue support for
loved ones and causes important to us. For many, our normal budget does not permit supporting the League beyond modest dues and the occasional small donation. But the value of
our home, retirement portfolios or other assets may permit us to make a more substantial
gift via our wills.
Over the years, bequests have ranged from a few thousand dollars to one estate which included an emerald seal ring whose provenance was traced to an early Shah of Persia, and
which we sold at auction in London for no less than £50,000! Common stock, insurance policies and remainder trusts as well as cash and residues of estates: all forms of bequest are welcome.
The impact of such bequests has, for instance, enabled the League to be the ﬁrst loyal society to establish a website, and then to make that most important outreach bilingual and
ﬂexible; to print and distribute over 50,000 copies to date of our educational booklet; to initiate and support activities across Canada; to engage frequently with decision-makers in Ottawa; and to develop an ever-increasing presence on social media: Facebook, Twitter, Zoom
calls and the like.
Nor are these funds wasted on fancy oﬃces or expensive consultancies: our “consultants”
are in-house, our computers and smart phones serve as receptionists; success via loyalty and
volunteer spirit are our payment.
The League has a clear future vision: to maintain its position as the respected voice of rational monarchism to public, elected oﬃcials and media; to widen its educational outreach;
to communicate the loyalty of past generations in a thoroughly contemporary way. Its history
shows a clear record of continuous achievement in doing exactly these things as the only organization whose sole purpose is advocacy for our Monarchy.
I know that the enduring support for the Canadian Crown and many of the successes of
League campaigns have come about in no small measure because of the vision of 1970, when
a small band of monarchists came together in common cause. And I feel absolute conﬁdence
that the vigour of those early days coupled with 50 years of achievement will continue to
characterize the spirit of the League. The good work, and the continuance of the Maple
Crown, mean a great deal to me.
Accordingly, I have made provision for the League in my own will, and respectfully invite
you in this its Golden Anniversary year to join me in making a bequest as your circumstances
permit.
Thank you for considering this challenging subject. Chairman Finch would be happy to
advise you in complete conﬁdence in respect of any questions you might have.
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In 2013, at the request of the
Prime Minister, Governor
General David Johnston
addressed First Nations
leaders at Rideau Hall.

ROYAL PROGRESS
Canada’s Monarchy in the
Age of Disruption
Edited by D. Michael Jackson, CVO
Review & Commentary by
Liber Censor
Dundurn Press, 2020
Trade paperback, 190 pp
available via amazon.ca $24.99

T

Prime Minister Jean Chrétien
knew “a people person”
when he met one... named
outstanding vice-regals
without benefit of
Advisory Committee.

8

his brief and attractively-produced book (with the exception
of inexplicably poorly-reproduced
b&w photos) is the latest interesting
collection of essays on the contemporary Canadian Crown edited by
former Saskatchewan Protocol Head
Michael Jackson
Of chief interest in the ﬁrst
section is a reﬂection by former BC
Lieutenant Governor Judith Guichon
about Crown-Indigenous relationships within the province. This subject is perhaps of inevitable focus in
a province where land claims issues
alone have been many and controversial for some decades. And the
writer freely expands her BC experience to suggest pan-Canadian
action.
There is a ﬁne line between the
clear necessity for The Sovereign
and her representatives to be aware
of First Peoples’ issues, and in touch
with Native opinion, on the one
hand – as they should with all elements of society; but at the same
time to avoid any appearance of
stepping over the line of friendly
concern into advocacy and becoming enmeshed in the intricate arguments – in terms both of process
and substance – of arguably the
most fraught issue of public policy
in today’s Canada.
The notion of vice-regals “providing a safe space” for discussion of
these matters, as has been advocated
elsewhere, is one that potentially
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invites involving the Crown in contention which make the Me to We
and other political footballs look
tame by comparison! Better the example of David Johnston when Governor General. He met with chiefs,
and delivered to them a superb and
entirely “constitutional” address.
However. he also recognized the
long-established reality that the
Treaty obligations of the British
Crown had long ago devolved upon
the Canadian government and Parliament (in terms of policy) and
courts (in terms of legal process),
and not upon The Queen’s representatives. Such involvement would be
prejudicial in the extreme to the
neutrality so vital to the modern
constitutional monarchy.
Guichon suggests that there is little need for legislative remedies to
First Nations issues, since the
United Nations Declaration on the
Rights of Indigenous Peoples, to
which Canada acceded, is already
protected by Canadian law. She also
states that “additional sharing the
resources on the land” – a ﬂashpoint
issue if ever there was one – will be
required. She goes on to aﬃrm implicitly her support of a revised Citizenship Oath – to be taken by
existing Canadians as well as new
citizens – which includes the
promise to “recognize and aﬃrm
the Aboriginal and treaty rights of
the First Nations, Inuit and Métis
peoples” before the existing phrase
in respect of “my duties as a
Canadian citizen.” The Monarchist
League of Canada and this magazine
have previously expressed concern
about interpolating ﬁdelity to one
contentious and incompletely-settled policy into the Oath, which arguments need not be repeated here.
But Ms Guichon’s open advocacy for
it, and the more easily understood
implications of further sharing of
resources – all of which she has

every right to express as a private
citizen – are alarming if indeed she
is arguing that such policies should
be encouraged by the Crown. No
less problematic is her further argument, in this context, of adopting
“changes required of us” in the environmental ﬁeld, which is not at all
to negate the suggestion that the
wisdom of the ancient peoples may
be of value in developing greener
policies.
The Sovereign’s representatives
should never engage in public advocacy as to the policy means to resolve issues involving both deeplyfelt injustice and partisan rancour –
rather, their role is to maintain a
civil tone as a good friend to the Nations, just as our Queen and her
family members have always shown
themselves within the constitutional proprieties long established.
For the Crown represents the things
Canadians agree upon; Parliament
and politics works out the things we
do not agree upon.
Less turgid waters ﬁll Andrew
Heard’s essay on The Provincial Crown
and Lieutenant Governors. With the
evolving opinions of courts as a
backdrop, he skilfully traces the
evolution of the role of LG from
being essentially the federal agent
overseeing subordinate governments to the acceptance of their
presiding over the existence of “provincial crowns.” This includes an interesting assessment of the inherent
place of the Crown in the provincial
legislatures, a matter of some interest last raised explicitly when in
2005 the Government of Alberta
sought unsuccessfully for The
Queen to give the Royal Assent to a
provincial bill. And the for anyone
who follows the rich cast of personalities and egos at Government
Houses, Heard ‘s tale illustrating the
“standing” tensions inherent in the
status of the Governor General vis à
vis that of the Lieutenant Governors
is alone almost worth the price of
the book!
Of interest, too, is his overview as
to how provinces could take independent action to enhance the prestige of the vice-regal oﬃce, from
playing a more active role in choosing those LG’s much as Québec has
wrested agreement from the feds in
occupying a role in selecting
Supreme Court justices from the
province, to dubbing their Governors “Excellencies” and similar ceremonial status adornments. One
might quarrel with his assertion
that, for the sake of the evolving ofﬁce, individuals within partisan
connections should not be nominated. Jean Chrétien’s open admission that LG appointments could be
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available for patronage produced
one of the best collection of viceregals ever. Why? The PM knew
“people skills” when he saw them –
the possession of which cannot be
learned, but where it is evident, can
carry a thus-popular appointee
through the rare waters of constitutional confusion.
Serge Joyal writes perceptively
about The Changing Role of the Governor
General, pointing out that the implicit message and explicit results of
making an appointment designed to
“revitalize” the GG’s role leave Her
Excellency isolated in a way The
Queen never experiences. In a
thoughtful cri de coeur, Joyal decries the notion that re-inventing
“reforming” the oﬃce is advantageous, and he makes cogent arguments about the way appointments
should be considered, the more
timely given present controversies
surrounding Mme. Payette.
Joyal’s essay is complemented by
Dale Smith’s detailed comparison
and contrasting the roles of the
Canadian Secretary to The Queen
and the Secretary to the Governor
General. It is a thorough and timely
analysis again relevant to recent developments, and critical of the appointment to Rideau Hall of a Secretary without “connections to the
civil service or matters relating to
the Crown.” This he contrasts with
the more successful of the Lieutenant Governors’ oﬃces, wherein
private secretaries often serve several incumbents over a period of
many years. Smith also provides details about how Kevin MacLeod reinvented the Oﬃce of Canadian
Secretary to The Queen, and raises
many practical issues of vice-regal
appointment, of replacement upon
death while in post and of royal
homecomings, not to mention the
upcoming Platinum Jubilee on
February 6, 2022.
The last section of the collection
looks forward to the Succession of
Charles as King, a subject which this
magazine has treated in some detail
from a Canadian perspective during
recent years. As well as tracing the
process of Accession and Coronation in Canada 1952-53, Warren
Newman cites political scientists as
aﬃrming the two ways by which a
realm conﬁrms its monarch: by
Crown identiﬁcation (the symmetry
which formed the basis of the
courts’ upholding Canada’s 2013
Succession to the Throne Act) and by incorporation; that is, by adopting in
its laws the same legal framework
determing the succession in the
United Kingdom. He also opines
that a new Royal Style and Titles Act
may be unnecessary – as the current

(1953) one would enable Charles to
be proclaimed King with those same
dignities.
Brian Crowley, Director of the
Macdonald-Laurier Institute, contributes a seminal essay Crowning
Glory: Monarchy’s little-understood contribution to Canada’s Greatness. It is based on remarks he made to a meeting
of the League’s Ottawa Branch; CMN
looks forward to printing it in full
in the future. It is a stirring meditation on the diﬀerent views held as
to the nature of a society and the
forms of authority therein. Put
briefly, ‘traditionalist gardeners”
support the monarchy,”grown out of
custom” and “hallowed by the passage of time.” On the other hand,
“rationalist inventors” are attracted
by the republican model. This leads
to his dubbing Canada’s system as a
“grown monarchy” whose inherent
virtues transcend the importance of
who happens to occupy the Throne.
This monarchy is “a viral symbol of
unity.”
In the ﬁnal essay, David Johnson
(a Professor at Cape Breton University) anticipates the Reign of Charles
III (brave author to presume in a
footnote based on his “gut feeling”
that the Heir will choose to be so
dubbed, rather than by the rumoured George VII). The Accession will
show an up-tick in support for the
Canadian Crown as well as questioning of its role by republicans. Johnson sees Charles taking on his UK
religious responsibilities seriously,
along with concern for the Commonwealth and his long-held interests humans’ living in harmony
with the natural world. One might
question the author’s call for viceregals to establish trusts “to promote
select and worthy causes.” Unfortunately, much of his analysis on this
topic relates to the Prince’s Trust
Canada, which has recently undergone a complete make-over, the re-

sult of which is too early to forecast.
As is true of intervention by the
Crown in such knotty problems as
resolution of Aboriginal issues, selective charities, however noblesounding, have not only the potential to seem to “take sides” but also
to turn the vice-regal oﬃce into yet
another fund-raiser amidst a plethora of existing “causes.” Johnson
holds up as a positive example for
Lieutenant Governors the Rideau
Hall Foundation, about which there
are varying views, Its experience
may also provide further caution as
to any expansion of philanthropy
via the vice-regals.

The Queen, with Prince Philip
and NS Lt-Governor Mayann
Francis, re-dedicates the
completely restored
Government House,
Halifax, in 2010.

GOVERNMENT HOUSE
HALIFAX
A Place Of History And Gathering
by Christopher McCreery, MVO
Reviewed by Sapientem Senem
Goose Lane Editions,
Fredericton, 2020
233 pp – $45.00
Available via amazon.ca

A

ny writing by Christopher McCreery, Canada’s leading authority on matters royal and vice-regal,
commands credibility and a wide
audience. The clue to the over-arching interest of his tenth book, making it of national importance beyond its particular Nova Scotian
interest, lies in its sub-title. On one
level, this work is a history of an important Halifax building, described
as a “Gray and Graceful,” home to
vice-regals since before Confederation. What makes it valuable to a
wider readership is the author’s explanation of the concept of a viceregal home in its various locations
and most recent incarnation, and of
how it serves as a vehicle for tradition – history – and gathering –
unity.
continued on page 10
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Starchier tmes: The Prince of
Wales “receives” at
Government House, 1860
World History Archive/Alamy Stock Phot

continued from page 9

Such is no poor shorthand to describe the underlying role of the
Canadian Crown. In his loving and
thoroughly-informed account of the
most venerable Government House
of the old Empire and present Commonwealth, McCreery’s experienced pen traces living history in this
recently reconstructed ediﬁce. True,
it is located in the city of Halifax;
but its heartbeats serve to inform
every Canadian – and those who
visit it from beyond – of a good part
of our national identity.
The Prince of Wales’ thoughtful
Foreword identiﬁes the House as
being an outstanding example of
Georgian architecture, and thus of
“built heritage” which so impassions
our future King. But, never one for
looking back, Charles reminds us
that the recently-completed extensive renovations have made the
House both “more accessible and
environmentally sound.” And he
correctly identiﬁes it as a home for
the Royal Family and vice-regals, as
well as “the ceremonial home for all
Nova Scotians.” Indeed, it was in its
Drawing Room that HRH was
sworn of the Canadian Privy Council during a 2014 homecoming.
After tracing antecedent buildings, and an interesting overview of
Government Houses throughout
the former British Empire, the book
arrives at the building of Government House in today’s location at
the beginning of the 19th century.
Quitting its precedent house “of ruinous condition,” Sir John Wentworth and his successor Governors
and Lieutenant Governors would
occupy a house on the site as of
1805. Their lives are woven into McCreery’s history with vivid sidebars,
mini-biographies with telling details: of Archibald, who served two
provinces as Governor, quelled tensions between Métis and anglo-

10

phone settlers on the prairie and
helped found Dalhousie Law School;
of Joseph Howe, father of Confederation, whose six-hour speech to the
jury brought his acquittal from a
charge of seditious libel; and of
Myra Freeman, ﬁrst of the Jewish
faith to serve a Government House
and ﬁrst to use a computer within
its walls!
Building “a stately home in the
wilderness” was no small undertaking. But even the earliest design,
inﬂuenced by great English country
houses, incorporated many thoughtful features. These acknowledged requirements of safety and the pride
of representative reaches of the
colony, remarkable especially during
the pioneer era. The ever-present
threat of ﬁre was mitigated by
means of the extra expense of 18inch stone in the kitchen, thick
lime and plaster ceilings and a system of strategically-placed water
pipes, predecessors of today’s sprinkler systems! No less important, the
House was made to reﬂect the
province’s diversity: stone – “at signiﬁcant expense” – was brought to
the site from throughout Nova Scotia, from Antigonish and Cape Breton, Lunenburg, Pictou and Lockport.
“Royal Residents and Vice-Regal
Visitors” – and there have been
many – are accorded a chapter of
particular interest to monarchists.
Our present Sovereign has been in
residence on four occasions, and remembered that in 1959 in the Dining Room she had presided at a
meeting of her Canadian Privy
Council where she approved the
appointment of the beloved Georges
Vanier as Governor General. Perhaps some day the author will feel
he can set down stories of the 2010
Homecoming, when as Private Secretary, he helped to entertain The
Queen and Philip!
Of signiﬁcance, too, is McCreery’s
tracing the evolution of “The Convening Power of the Crown.” Government House brought together
many people in ways that could not
have been foreseen. These ranged
from its serving as a centre for the
Halifax Relief Committee which organized the city’s recovery after the
1917 explosion, to its function in
providing hospitality to a stream of
visitors who came to the signiﬁcant
port city, so cementing Allied relationships throughout the Second
World War. The G-7 Summit of 1995
was a logical extension of this role,
even if the Lieutenant Governor
had to move out for its duration to
accommodate the needs of Prime
Minister Chrétien and other world
leaders!
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It is right that McCreery devotes
a chapter to “Welcoming the Public.” This has been achieved over the
century in countless ways which the
text and consistently-superb photographs illuminate, from balls and
garden parties to an historical fashion show. All these have underlined
the vice-regal role as the humane
actor of the Constitution. This concept – and person – who can listen,
laugh, grieve and occasionally cut
through the morass of a large and
impersonal bureaucracy is important.
The House’s personality is also
deeply reﬂective of the traditions of
Maritime hospitality and accessibility. It warmed this reviewer’s heart
to see McCreery’s including a tribute to Ethel Garnier, RVM in this
section. With her husband, she lived
and worked in the House for 48
years, rising to the position of Head
Housekeeper. She was a person of
inﬁnite practical sense and kindness, whose long service was recognized by her Sovereign with the
Royal Victorian Medal, which she
wore with modesty and pride.
Having played a hands-on role in
placing décor and furniture, not to
mention hanging pictures, after the
2006-08 refurbishment of the
House, the author provides a splendid tour of the renovated rooms and
their ﬁttings, so much of the latter
reﬂecting Nova Scotia history, provincial talent in art and craftsmanship – and of course, monarchical
signiﬁcance. The account is the
more interesting as it takes us to
“hidden” places and the tales of little-seen appurtenances. Could one
imagine that a moat and coal bunker
remain on the premises? How did a
very Royal red leather Despatch Box
make its way to Halifax? Where –
and what – is “the Servants’ Staircase,” over its door jamb boasting a
Royal Arms found in an Australian
auction?
From the many treasures described in this book, both physical
and conceptual, the reader may
quickly appreciate why the House
reﬂects Nova Scotia’s vice-regal ofﬁce, contemporary in many ways,
traditional in others. (The LG is still
often referred to as “the Governor”
and not infrequently wears the traditional civil uniform – hurrah!)
Christopher McCreery has brought
alive the history of the House and
the institution it proclaims as few
could do in an absorbing read which
has been sumptuously produced to
do justice to its important text. Matt.
25:23
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PRESIDING BY DESIRE:
Nova Scotia’s Popular Lieutenant
Governor: Hon MacCallum Grant
by Scott J. Burke
Reviewed by Senex
Tellwell Talent, 2020
Trade paperback, 472 pp
$26.11 via amazon.ca

S

cott Burke grew up in the Monarchist League of Canada, where
he served for a time as Halifax
Branch Chairman. He became a
member of the Household at Government House, Halifax, during two
Lieutenant Governors’ incumbency,
after which he worked in the Oﬃce
of the Speaker of the Nova Scotia
House of Assembly. His passion for
the Canadian Crown was thus not
merely based on some sentimental
feeling of loyalty; he has lived it for
decades, though he would also
admit to having a great enjoyment
of amassing a considerable collection of monarchical ephemera.
Serious writing devoted to a Lieutenant Governor, or indeed by a sitting or former LG, is a rarity in the
world of Canadian history and political science. The exceptions usually have been for famous or outstanding personalities (MacEwan of
Alberta, Weston of Ontario) and for
oﬃce-holders who for one reason or
another ran into challenging situations during their service (Bowen of
Alberta, Bastedo of Saskatchewan).
Two factors probably account for
this phenomenon. First, for a good
part of confederation, Lieutenant
Governors tended to lack the charisma, publicity resources, budget or
expectations to make them visible
and make their role appreciated. Indeed, as Burke’s work demonstrates,
there was a general expectation that
a potential vice-regal appointee
would have his own resources to
supplement the meagre salary and
expenses provided (and it would be
“his”until Pauline McGibbon’s 1974
appointment to represent The Queen
in Ontario) This situation has only
changed in the last 30-40 years.
Second, but gradually did LG’s
come to be seen as potent representatives of the Sovereign, thus sharing in some measure the prestige of
the Throne, and so allowing recent
vice-regals to utter to diverse audiences the familiar but nonetheless
quite thrilling phrase, “I bring you
greetings (or, “I do such-and-such”)
in the name of The Queen.”.
While the constitutional position
of these vice-regals remains unchanged – appointed by the Governor General on prime ministerial
advice, they diﬀer from the Australian state governors who are “ex-

cellencies” being appointed directly
by The Queen on the premier’s advice – the position has grown to become much more visible (thanks to
media) and “popular.” This transition is perhaps due to increased
population demanding more ceremonial and community support, so
freeing busy politicians from many
such chores, and especially to the
deliberate selections of more “personalities” to undertake the quotidian tasks of the oﬃce. Such a heightened proﬁle owes its advantages in
no small way to selections of LG’s by
thoughtful PM’s who took the oﬃce
seriously. Notable among these were
Jean Chrétien, whose canny sense
knew a “people person” when he
saw one, and in a diﬀerent way,
Stephen Harper, who invented a
brief-lived process of an advisory
committee on such appointments in
which he invested considerable
consideration and time.
Burke’s biography is thus especially welcome, and the more appropriate as it chronicles the uniquely
long service of a Lieutenant Governor and Chatelaine who occupied
the oldest Government House in
the Commonwealth, and who introduced the novelty of “musical performances” to its hallowed halls!
The author calls his approach “unconventional,” in that he does not
try to enter his subject’s mind, but
catalogues exhaustively, in chronological order, Mac’s activities, partly
reﬂecting Burke’s experience of frequently being asked, because of his
past service at Government House,
“What does a Lieutenant Governor
actually do?” This is at once a strength
and perhaps also the weakness of
the biography. After a graceful Foreword by former Lieutenant Governor Myra Freema, it resembles a
Master’s thesis – except one doubts
whether an MA candidate has ever
produced one with no less than 1422
footnotes! And might the lengthy
minutiae – 156 pages’ worth! – of
countless, and certainly tireless
vice-regal engagements and honours’ presentations – have better
been placed as an appendix to the
core of the work – invaluable for an
academic analysis and historical
record, but probably beyond the interest or needs of most readers,
as are the many meticulouslyresearched details of Grant’s family
tree.
One of the most interesting discoveries Burke outlines is the correspondence, by both MacCallum and
others who were seeking the appointment, and their supporters –
including a Supreme Court Justice –
beseeching Prime Minister Borden
to appoint him on the basis of loyal

service to the Conservative Party –
although unlike many such appointments, he had not sought elective
oﬃce. More, Grant writes Borden –
not for the ﬁrst time – in September, 1915, stating that being named
LG would make “the dream of my
life to become a reality.” One might
admire the ardent desire even as one
shudders at such a sentiment being
put into writing! (And how long,
one might wonder, would it take
today for the Toronto Star to spread
such a plea upon its front page!)
No less “political” were the manoeuvrings surrounding the extension of what both Burke and his
sources unfortunately call Grant’s
“term” in oﬃce. Vice-regals serve at
pleasure; only tradition dictates ﬁve
years is the norm. MacKenzie King,
a Liberal, was now in power, and it
was thought unlikely he would ask
Grant to remain in post. The Halifax
newspaper implicitly advocated for
this as it lauded Grant for making
“the Governorship a popular institution”; “the wittiest Governor we
have ever had”; and the inclusiveness of His Honour’s entertaining
both in geographic and partisan
terms. Friends put in good words
with outgoing Prime Minister
Meighen, and eventually a threemonth wait for news culminated in
Grant’s reappointment, tidings not
dampened by a Lethbridge (AB) editorial stating that “evidently the job
is not sought after by Nova Scotia
Liberals... a Senate vacancy would be
certain to bring a host of applicants”!
Of course serving in Ottawa would
not allow one to give hospitality
under his own roof to the galaxy of
nabobs and little-bobs who visited
the Grants, Their stays form some of
the book’s chief interest: the Prince
of Wales, then darling of the Empire; the unconventional Prince

Grant and Government House
became the centre of relief
efforts after the devastating
Halifax explosion of 1917.

continued on page 13
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Australian Letters Disprove Palace “Collusion”
in 1975 Dismissal of Prime Minister
by Mitch Ramsay-Mader

Supporters of the monarchy
achieved a signiﬁcant win in a recent Australian High Court challenge which resulted in the release
of previously-classiﬁed letters between former Governor-General Sir
John Kerr and Buckingham Palace.
The action was launched by supporters of the Australian Republican

Canada’s purely Westminster system
of government. In Australia, the
party that controls the most seats in
the lower house governs, but the
elected Senate is an active force and
is by no means bound to support
legislation forwarded by the lower
house for approval. In 1975, the opposition-controlled Senate refused
to allow supply (the funds required
to undertake government), which
resulted in severe deadlock, with
neither government nor the opposition agreeing on a remedy. Eventually, the Governor-General was
left with no choice but to dismiss

Movement (ARM) who believed
that the letters contained evidence
of Palace collusion in the 1975 dismissal of former Australian prime
minister Gough Whitlam. In fact,
their contents disproved completely
the republican conspiracy theories.
In 1975, Australia was stuck in
parliamentary deadlock between the
House of Representatives, controlled by Mr Whitlam’s Labor Government and the Senate controlled
by the opposition Liberal Party, led
by Malcolm Fraser (an interesting
Canadian connection exists here as
Mr Fraser’s grandparents were Scottish Gaels from Pictou, Nova Scotia).
The Australian Parliament is a combination of the Westminster and
American systems, often dubbed
‘Washminster’, and diﬀers from

the prime minister after Whitlam
refused to advise a full election of
both houses in order to allow voters
to decide.
When the Governor-General dismissed Whitlam, he appointed
Fraser as caretaker prime minister
on condition that he would immediately request the dissolution of
both houses of Parliament and call
an election – which is what happened. Fraser and his Liberals were
returned by the Australian people by
a large majority. The dismissal is
best remembered for the line spoken by Whitlam on the steps of Old
Parliament House immediately following his sacking in which he said,
‘well may we say God save the
Queen, because nothing will save
the Governor-General,’ which cap-

Mitch Ramsay-Mader is a town planner
who works within local government in
Melbourne, Australia. He grew up in
Sydney, Nova Scotia and is a member of
the Monarchist League of Canada.

Nova Scotia-reared
monarchist
Mitch Ramsay-Mader

Official Secretary to the
Australian Governor General
reads proclamation dismissing
Whitlam (listening, behind left)
on Parliament House steps,
1975. Recently-released
documents show Queen acted
in accord with the Australian
Constitution and played no part
in the dismissal.
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tures the mood of this very controversial period.
Despite the fact that the dismissal
took place only to allow an election,
conspiracy promoters had long suggested that other forces were at
work in Whitlam’s downfall, who
was and remains by far the most
left-wing prime minister in Australian history. One ARM theory alleged intimate involvement by the
Palace to ensure removal of the radical prime minister, thus promoting
the notion that the monarchy allowed unelected ‘foreign’ powers to
interfere with Australia’s internal affairs.
Of course, anyone with an understanding of our constitutional
monarchy – the principles of which
are the same in Australia as they are
in Canada – knows that neither the
Palace nor Her Majesty would ever
involve themselves in such a plot.
Moreover, the Australian Constitution does not provide such powers
to Her Majesty; reserve powers relating to the dismissal of a prime
minister are given only to the Governor-General, even when Her
Majesty is present in Australia.
Not surprisingly, the letters released by the National Archives conﬁrmed that not only did the Palace
have no involvement in the dismissal, but also that the GovernorGeneral did not even inform the
Palace prior to doing so. His Excellency took the decision on his own,
in accordance with the powers delegated to him in the Constitution.
The republicans did attempt to manipulate what the content of the letters meant, but most Australian
public and media rejected these attempts at blatant manipulation of
the facts, and the whole episode
concluded by injuring the republican
cause in this country.
In the end, the Republicans spent
a considerable sum attempting to
have these letters released; however,
the real beneﬁciary was the Crown
and the monarchist movement in
Australia. The truth is that, whilst
controversial, the Governor-General
and the Queen acted absolutely constitutionally; nor was there evidence
or any conspiracy to unseat Mr
Whitlam – a fact that even Mr Whitlam himself acknowledged later in
life. The entire episode, conspiracy
theories and all, can now be put to
bed and the nation can move on,
conﬁdent in its system of constitutional monarchy; a very happy outcome.

League Notes
REPRINTS OF LEAGUE
CHRONOLOGY AVAILABLE

thank-you to our noble benefactor
and friend. Oscar, you are one of a
kind!

The League’s 50th Anniversary
summary of major achievements
and programming highlights, printed in the previous edition of CMN,
led many members to ask if copies
were available. They are! And we are
delighted to send any reasonable
number gratis to members who
promise to distribute them to potential members. Please write us
with your requirements to the
Oakville address on the masthead,
or email domsec@monarchist.ca

A MEMBER’S
EXTRAORDINARY
50th ANNIVERSARY GIFT
TO THE LEAGUE

ZOOM CALLS WIDEN
SOCIAL MEDIA
OUTREACH

Dr. Oscar S. Vicente, OCT, BA
(Hon), BComm. (Hon), BEd., MEd.,
PhD, of Leamington, Ontario, is a
life member of the League who surprised us recently with an extraordinary gift. Taking the design of
the two League self-adhesive seals
which so many of you purchase and
use as does the League on our outgoing mail, he commissioned a
well-known private mint, Big
Smoke Coins, to prepare art work,
create a mould and then strike 50
Medallions which he presented to
the League in the hope that this
unique and limited-edition creation
would be used as a fund-raiser for
the League’s Golden Anniversary of
service this year. Dr Vicente explained that the deeply-incised 2inch Medallions (each weighing
50 g and ﬁnished in antique gold)

were cast in a zinc alloy, which is
better than brass in providing
strength, detail and image quality.
In consultation with the donor,
we oﬀered this one-time striking to
members for an appropriate Golden
Anniversary donation of $50.50 –
and as a result raised well over
$2000 for outreach projects such as
the League’s educational booklets
(several MP’s recently requested a
fresh supply) and fresh approaches
to social media and modern technologies to enhance the spread of
our message.
We hope that Dr Vicente’s incredible thoughtfulness – unique in the
League’s history – will be an example to all members of that spirit of
generosity and loyalty which even
the diﬃcult times in which we live
cannot extinguish. Again – a huge

continued from page 11

ernment House, shattering 906
panes of glass, and leading the viceregal family to live in the basement
until the windows could be boarded
up. Burke explains that the LG issued a well-intentioned but possibly
illegal order to commandeer vehicles for the relief eﬀort, the transport of countless injured to hospitals demanding securing every car
that could be located.
On his death, just three years after
leaving Government House in 1935,
Grant was eulogized in the Halifax
Chronicle as having shed snobbishness from Government House, but
making the “open sesame” as “Need.”
“It rapidly became evident that the
Lieutenant Governor was winning
the love and devotion of the public
as no man whoever preceded him
had ever done – the times were exceptional, and he was ﬁtted for
them.”
Unfortunately in a book where
the author has so successfully found

Erik of Denmark (who had married
a commoner!), the Baden Powells,
Prince Arthur of Connaught; and assorted Governors General. Again,
the book provides a thorough briefing on their activities, but not so
much about their characters. We do
catch a glimpse of “David” the Prince
of Wales, who one afternoon “changed into civilian clothes so that he
could take a long walk undisturbed”;
(imagine that happening these
days!) and HRH’s “taking time to
speak to every patient” in the
Cogswell Street Military Hospital.
At a Club reception, the Prince responded to the singing of “For he’s
a jolly good fellow” by stating “he
felt very much as if he were a Canadian” – shades of his sister-in-law!
Perhaps the single greatest test of
Grant’s service came not as a result
of Great War battles, but the Halifax
Explosion of December, 1917. The
blast’s destruction reached to Gov-

Under the superb leadership of
Jonathan Brickwood, in recent
months the League has widened its
outreach on social media to encompass Zoom calls.
For the uninitiated these are
phone discussions where the participants, so far about 10-12 League
members, can both hear and see
each other in small “boxes” – much
as you might see on the television
news when three or four commentators participate in a colloquy.
Usually a special expert launches
a topic, after which the classroom is
resurrected as would-be interveners
raise their hand to be called on by
the moderator in their turn!
As of press time, two successful
calls had been completed: a Canada
Day conversation with Her Honour, the Lieutenant Governor of
Ontario engaged Ontario members,
and one on August 15 when Bruce
Hallsor, QC, of Victoria, with
members from across Canada, reﬂected on The Sovereign’s remarkable role in the Commonwealth.
We are also indebted to Alexander Walsh, back from his studies in
Israel, for looking after our Facebook and Twitter outreach with excellent graphics attracting attention
– and many new members!
continued on page 14

many photographs of Grant and his
times is their poor reproduction.
The publisher of today has easy access to digitized tools which can
render even the most muddy black
& white prints into lively visibility.
Why Tellwell failed to do so is to be
regretted.
Scott Burke has undertaken what
is evidently a labour of love in his
minute research of MacCallum
Grant, whose service the reader cannot help but admire even as one
might ﬁnd his essential character
elusive. Such an enormous undertaking cried out for a good editor to
pare the script and, possibly, ﬁnd
room for more introspective a look
on its subject. Nonetheless, it is a
singularly valuable portrait of the
sense of duty and the clear inﬂuence
of MacCallum Grant’s service to
King and people, for which account
the author deserves the appreciation
of Canadian monarchists and history buﬀs alike.
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League Notes
WHAT COMMONWEALTH
COUNTRY WOULD I MOST
LIKE TO VISIT OTHER
THAN THE UK?
In a summer E-Comm, League members were asked the above question.
Some of the replies follow:

JAMIE BURTON,
Kingston, ON
Fiji. The history and culture are
compelling in so many ways. Inﬂuenced by Indian, European and Chinese people, the music, food, dance
& customs seem so dynamic and interesting. It would be incredible to
experience a country of such unique
sense of community, culture and national identity.
KEN LANE,
Victoria, BC
Australia gets the nod as from a
distance, it seems to be the constitutional monarchy with the strongest “backbone”... It would be nice to
study the country and its residents
“up close and personal.”

Logan Liut: wants to visit Jersey

IN THE NEXT ISSUE
Close Encounters of the
Royal Kind, by John Yogis, QC
Re-pricing the Canadian Crown,
by Alexander Markin
Post-pandemic plans for
additional League activities
PLEASE NOTE: the current issue
of CMN was delayed due to
the pandemic; The League
nonetheless intends to publish
one more issue during 2020.

LOGAN LIUT: Toronto student
at St Michael’s Choir School,
wins ﬁrst prize:
I would like to visit the Bailiwick
of Jersey, a crown dependency of the
United Kingdom, because I admire
the mixture of British and Norman
French culture and law, almost a
parallel to Canada. I ﬁnd the history
of the Bailiwick to be unique and
very interesting, seeing that it is one
of the last remaining lands under
the ancient Duchy of Normandy. I
also ﬁnd the political structure in
the Bailiwick interesting, from the
unique position of Bailiﬀ to the
Norman law practiced in its courts,
The Channel Islands have a unique
and irreplaceable heritage that need
to be protected and preserved; and
visiting these small political anomalies in the English Channel would
be an enriching experience. I’d also
like to hear Jèrriais, the native
“langue d’oïl” of the island, derived
from the Norman before the standardization of the French language.
ZACH BOURASSA,
student in Plamondon, Alberta:
New Zealand would for sure be
my ideal choice. To be able to experience its breath taking mountain
landscapes and the beautiful streets
of Aukland and the adventures to be
made in Queenstown would be such
an outstanding opportunity. Most
importantly, I would love to meet
New Zealanders, we have lots of history and culture in common and we
even share the same monarch.
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CALLUM MORRISON,
Altona, MB
I am very keen to visit the Commonwealth Nations in the Caribbean. My mother was born in St
Lucia and I am a dual citizen. I am
always thinking about when I can
visit next. I love St Lucia. It has a
deep history, and in some ways it’s
reminds me of Canada – in that it
has British and French inﬂuences.
English and a French based Patois is
spoken on the island, and it’s mixed
civil and common law system is
based on that of Quebec. This comes
from St Lucia changing hands 14
times between the British and
French, giving it the title the ‘Helen
of the West Indies’ after Helen of
Troy! The scenery is amazing, and
it’s always nice to hike to a waterfall,
relax in the gardens or see the
majestic pitons mountains. It’s also
great to visit the worlds only volcano you can drive into!...
DAVID SPENCE,
Saanich, BC
I would value a visit to Malta
and/or Falkland Islands because of a
keen interest I have in the historical
Col. Richard Clement Moody RE.
He was assigned to both places in
the mid 1800s in order to establish
the rule of law and foundational
civil infrastructure. He also lived in
British Columbia between 1858 to
1863 and worked with Sir James
Douglas to establish, similarly, a
strong British presence under the
monarchy of Queen Victoria.
MATT UFHOLZ,
Ottawa, ON
New Zealand. While there I
would enjoy visiting local attractions like the Hobbiton movie set
and Fiordland National Park (and
more), trying local cuisine and of
course getting an authentic Maori
tattoo.
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JOHN YOGIS,
Halifax, NS
My pick is New Zealand. I mention the gorgeous natural scenery
and the ease of getting around. Its
attractive cities, and superb health
care in these Covid days. It has a
wonderful democratic system with
devotion to the monarchy, and
treats its indigenous peoples better
than any country. As a movie lover
(e.g. Lord of the Rings) it has sites I
would love to visit. Plus, I have
many old friends I would dearly
love to see again.

CLEANING OUT YOUR
PLACE DURING
PANDEMIC ISOLATION?
(YOUR) TRASH TO
(LEAGUE) TREASURE!
A lot of friends tell us they’re
using this time to de-clutter their
homes, clean out the basement, ﬁnd
family memorabilia in the attic or
storage cupboards If in the process
you should come across monarchical treasures you wish to dispose of and would be willing to give
to the League, from books to badges,
china to posters, – the more unusual
the better – please consider letting
us know about them (domsec@
sympatico.ca) with description and
a picture if possible – they might
attract considerable interest in the
annual online silent Auction, held
each September! Last year’s Auction
produced over $4000 for our special
projects, a record achievement we
are hoping to exceed as you read
this.
Even unlikely items can attract
bidders, as happened in 2019 when
a member of the team drove up
to Whitby to collect two well-used
large telephone-pole cardboard
shields from The Queen’s 1959 Canadian Homecoming. After competitive bidding, they realized $1500!
The kind donor, not a member but
an admirer of our work, had been
about to throw them in the garbage.
“Trash to treasure” indeed!
NB: Unless truly rare, the market
for Diana books and ephemera
seems satiated. What does well?
Canadian items! That’s why we recently headed to Niagara Falls to
pick up an end table on which The
Queen signed the civic Visitor’s
Book many decades ago! We expect
it will attract vigorous bidding!

The Great Jam & Scone Controversy
Normally, CMN does not treat entirely
trivial subjects; however, since cooking
rivals gardening as a hobby, especially in
these times, a recent Ecomm suggested
everyone could use a dash of fun – the
argument on the incendiary issue: on a
scone, does jam tops cream or vice versa?
We hasten to say that, for us, the misnamed and absurdly priced “High Tea”
served at so-called grand hotels, or for that
matter the slightly more authentic twee
Teas oﬀered on the streets of Vancouver
Island communities, are welcome to join
the Royal Chefs in diplomatically declining
to take a side – and merely to say “top with
jam and clotted cream.” One might omit
the “clotted” as clotted cream is not so easy
to ﬁnd in this country.
The League would far rather emphasize
the Canadian Crown, anyway – take a
favourite sweet base (beaver tails, anyone?
a butter tart? a wedge of pouding chomeur?
or a square of Saskatoon Berry buckle?
whip cream with maple syrup and – voila
– Scones à la Canadienne... if you really
want to go overboard, crumble a few of the
famous Dare Maple cookies on top.
We suggest that making your own
scones your way would be a ﬁne family activity during isolation, We’d love to say
“forward them to Dominion Headquarters
for judging” but we think a diabetic coma
is probably not productive for the administration of the League. So, please share
them with a shut-in, a ﬁre hall, emergency
workers, the vet down the street – they will
appreciate your gift – and probably not
critique your method!
Royal Correspondent Hannah
Furness reports solemnly on
this issue of our times
(20 May) The Palace recipe
follows.
They unite the nation in good
times and bad, bringing joy when it
is most needed with the comforting
traditions Britons have known all
their lives. That is, perhaps, until
now. For the Royal Family has inadvertently entered into that most
vicious of debates, sharing a recipe
for scones which unmistakably saw
chefs use cream before jam.
The recipe, used by the Royal
Pastry Chefs for the Queen’s garden
parties, plumped for the Devon
method of scone consumption:
cream ﬁrst, and then a blob of jam.
The scones of Cornwall, a ﬁerce rival,
traditionally use jam and then
cream. Fans of the Devonian method
have hailed their victory, claiming
the Queen for their side and the
royal recipe as evidence the debate
was settled once and for all. The list
of ingredients also included eggs – a
further divisive topic among home
bakers, some of whom consider
them essential to the scones’ ﬂuﬃ-

ness but others deem superﬂuous.
Mary Berry uses eggs, while Delia
Smith’s plain scones go without.
The royal pastry chefs have now
shared their own recipe, celebrating
this year’s cancelled garden parties
by oﬀering the public the opportunity to recreate their best-loved
treats at home.
The description had perhaps attempted to avoid controversy, conceding that sultanas were “optional”
and saying only that the ﬁnished
scones should be served with “jam
and clotted cream.” But the photograph – of a scone spread with
cream, topped by a blob of jam – left
no room for misunderstanding. If
the Queen’s admirers were, naturally, delighted to have the recipe, the
unexpected statement on jam vs
cream did not go unnoticed. “Shame
you put the jam and cream on the
wrong way round, these would have
looked perfect!” one Instagram user
told the Royal Family account. “Jam
ﬁrst,” said another. “The Duke &
Duchess of Cornwall would, I hope,
be appalled by the photo.” “Got it
wrong again,” sighed a third. Others
took heart. “I don’t think it can get
any more oﬃcial than that, can it?”
said one Devonian devotee. “One
cannot argue with the Queen.”
The recipe was shared to mark
this year’s garden parties, which
have been cancelled under coronavirus lockdown. The Royal Family
Instagram account speciﬁed that
each year, guests at garden parties
consumed more than 27,000 cups of
tea, 20,000 sandwiches and 20,000
slices of cake.
The jam-or-cream debate is wellknown to the Royal family, with the
Prince of Wales, who also holds the
title of Duke of Cornwall, once quizzing a small boy with a jovial “have
you got that the right way round?”
after seeing him eat a scone with
cream ﬁrst.
As the Duke of Cambridge made
his historic visit to Jerusalem in
2018 – the ﬁrst oﬃcial royal visit –
his arrival was marked with a pile of
freshly baked scones at his hotel
“We heard that there’s a big debate
in England about whether you put
the cream or the jam on ﬁrst,” said
the hotel’s director of operations.
“So we’ll leave them to the side and
let the Prince decide.” Darren McGrady, a chef who worked for the
Royal family from 1982 to 1993, has
previously insisted that the Queen
“always had home-made Balmoral
jam ﬁrst with clotted cream on top
at Buckingham Palace garden parties in the Royal tea tent and all
Royal tea parties”.

ROYAL CHEFS’ RECIPE
500 g Plain Flour
28 g Baking Powder
94 g Butter
86 g Sugar
2 Eggs
140 ml Butter Milk
100 g Sultanas or raisins
(cover in hot water for 30 minutes)
Preheat oven to 180°C (355°F)
Mix flour, baking powder, butter and sugar until crumb
is formed
Separately, whisk the eggs and buttermilk together
Add the liquid to the crumb mixture and mix until
smooth
Add the sultanas, and mix until they are distributed
evenly
Remove the dough, flatten it and cover, leaving it to
rest for app. 30 minutes
Roll out dough to a thickness of 2.5 cm, cut to
desired shape
Rest the scones for 20 minutes
Egg wash the tops
Bake 10-12 minutes until golden brown
Cool, then serve with jam and clotted cream.
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PAY BY CREDIT CARD AT ONLINE LEAGUE STORE –
PAYEZ EN LIGNE

Sales for Subjects
READING, LEARNING, PUBLICIZING
LEAGUE EDUCATIONAL BOOKLET
THE CANADIAN MONARCHY

NOTRE PREMIER LIVRET ÉDUCATIF:
LA MONARCHIE AU CANADA

Completely revised in 2012, this
full-colour booklet contains informative text and many images to inform
and excite young, new and puzzled
Canadians of all ages about how
our constitutional monarchy works
– and why it is the useful foundation
of our parliamentary democracy.
Perfect for distribution at fairs,
youth groups, schools, faith centres and mall tables!
CMN 222
$1 each/chacun, 6 for $5,
25 for $17.50, 50 for $33

Nous vous invitons de nous aider
à le diffuser largement aux écoles,
collèges, groupes communautaires,
corps de cadets, chefs de groupes
de jeunes, entraîneurs, votre bureau, église, temple, synagogue –
où la langue de Molière est enseignée ou parlé!

POSTCARDS & STATIONERY
NEW

P7

CMN 22 11$ chacun
six pour 5$, 25 pour 17,50 $,
50 pour 33 $

NEW

P6

P4

COMMEMORATIVES

THE CROWN &
CANADIAN FEDERALISM

ASSORTED ROYAL DVD GRAB-BAG

Michael Jackson’s fascinating work
emphasizes the oft-neglected provincial ambit of Canada’s monarchy.
Full of anecdote and insight.
CMN 225
$35 each

Includes Royal Weddings, Coronation, Queen at 90,
more. We will select from our ever-changing assortment.
CMN 246
two for $24.00

OFFICIAL COLOUR
LITHO OF QUEEN

BATTLE ROYAL

Our beloved Queen & “Iron Duke”

Taken in 2010 and released
for the Jubilee, HM is wearing her Canadian Orders.
Ideal for home, dorm, framing/dry-mounting for public
display in your community.
The litho was supplied gratis
by the Government of Canada – the cost is for the mailing tube and postage.
CMN 215
$17

Prof David Johnson looks evenhandedly at monarchy/republic
debate in Canada.
CMN 241

Readers will find a slightly different selection of items by accessing the
League website Store: store.monarchist.ca/en/products – Une sélection légèrement différente des articles chez notre Boutique en ligne:
store.monarchist.ca/fr/produits

$27 each

THE CANADIAN
KINGDOM
Michael Jackson edited these essays
on today’s Canadian Crown by experts such as Andrew Heard,
Christopher McCreery and John
Fraser.
CMN 242
$25 each

Canada’s Royal Family: the generations to come
La famille royale canadienne – prochaines générations

Notre chère Reine et “Duc de fer”

William & George: two future Kings of Canada
William & George: deux futurs Rois du Canada

LEAGUE ROYAL POSTCARDS

P1

QUATRE
GÉNÉRATIONS
DE LA FAMILLE
ROYALE
CANADIENNE

FOUR
GENERATIONS
OF THE
CANADIAN
ROYAL FAMILY

HISTORIC DVD FROM NFB:
ROYAL JOURNEY 1951
P2

P1: Four Generations of the Canadian Royal Family
P2: The Queen speaks to the Commonwealth,
April, 2020 P3: Queen and Charles
P4: William and George P5: Our selection from
four cards of Harry & Meghan’s engagement and
wedding: Limited supply: will not be reprinted.
P6: Queen and “Iron Duke” on Philip’s 99th birthday
P7: The Cambridge children with William
All cards
members: 10 for $6, 25 for $13, 50 for $22
Non-members: $1.50 each
P3

QUEEN OF CANADA
REINE DU CANADA
Sovereign and friend in all weathers
Souveraine et amie par tous les temps

ROYAL PROGRESS
Essays on today’s Canadian Crown.
Authors include Serge Joyal, Judith
Guichon & Andrew Heard.
Reviewed in this Issue
CMN 246
$29 each

LEAGUE FLAG/DRAPEAU DE LA LIGUE

Five week journey of (Princess) Elizabeth and
Philip’s first Canadian tour. B&W 51 mins
CMN 237

$30

LEAGUE HISTORY:
2 DVD’S mastered from original VHS
24 x 42 in, 200d nylon for flying outdoors (has
grommets) or displaying inside your home. Design
from the League’s Armorials including a Royal
Crown granted by The Queen
CMN 223
$90 limited supply

MAIL ORDERS TO:
P.O. Box 1057,
Lakeshore West PO,
Oakville, ON,
Canada L6K 0B2
Specify number and
quantity of each item
• Include postage
• Enclose cheque or
money order
• All prices include
the HST
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How
many

Item
number

CMN 244:
Arms for the League: presentation
of League Armorials 2000
CMN 245:
25th Anniversary interviews
with the Founder, 1995
$22.00 each

Description

JEWELLERY

LEAGUE SEAL
For your mail, kids’
scrapbooks, classrooms. 1½ inch
diameter, full
colour, selfadhesive.
CMN 250:
10 for $4.50,
25 for $7.50,
50 for $14,
100 for $25

Price
each

LEAGUE PIN/BROCHE DE LA LIGUE
Available in English or French for members only,
as illustrated above
CMN 231 English pin
CMN 232 Broche en français

$10
10$

TOTAL
Name ____________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
Address _________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________

Add postage, packaging and insurance as follows:
25% of your order, min. $4.00, max. $25.00
DELIVERY OUTSIDE CANADA? LIVRAISON HORS CANADA?
For mailing price, email your shopping list to domsec@sympatico.ca
CMN 215 available only within Canada (litho of Queen).
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Postage
& handling
TOTAL
ENCLOSED

Prov. ____________________________________________________
Postal Code _____________________________________________

